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CARING: We account for and understand the range of emotions with returning to work in a post-pandemic 
world (fear, excitement, etc.)

EMPOWERED: We leverage the learnings around working remotely and transparently share with our co-workers 
when the needs of the business will require them to come into the office

DELIBERATE: We create return to work practices that are consciously focused on reducing disparities between 
job sites, work groups, and hybrid and in-person co-workers

AGILITY: We focus on leveraging Return to the Workplace to increase and enhance the connectedness we’ve 
lost over the last year of the pandemic.

OWNERSHIP: We recognize that part of owning our business includes meetings in-person on key topics.

Together Again
How do we create an environment that promotes and supports the following:



Together Again Celebration Week (July 19-23)

• Statewide celebration week for 
all co-workers at all worksites

• Activities to help co-workers 
come together, socialize and 
celebrate our work family

• Honor and celebrate the 
important work done throughout 
the pandemic



What Together Again Looks Like

We’ll evolve to ensure we continue to meet our co-workers’ needs
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Our service keys guided our decisions throughout the pandemic



DTE’s “Future of Where We Work” is making progress on our 
journey towards the new work paradigm

Our pilot will allow us to test our 
guideposts, new technology and 

best practices for hybrid work 
before we open the process up 

to thousands of employees. 

LEARN

Before we can pilot our new way of work, we need to create the foundation 
for success: the workspace cleanout is the first step in creating the 
flexible, hybrid work environment of the future. 

TRANSITION

Our guideposts are used to solidify a culture that 
embraces both in-person connection and the flexibility, 
wellbeing and empowerment of virtual work.

VISION

DTE’s New Work 
Paradigm



The pandemic changed how field crews work safely and 
efficiently



We have learned how to be more caring and dependable for 
our customers



Power. Purpose. You.

N e w  O p t i o n s  F o r  
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AutoPay 
Promotion

• AutoPay utilization increased 21% from March -Dec. 2020

• Promotion for $10 Bill Credit = 31% increase from March 

2020-Present



Call Center Schedules

Two Teams

Rotate 4-10’s
and WFH
Shorter response time 
during outages, plus 
happy employees!
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